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SPECTRUM OF A COMPOSITION OPERATOR

WILLIAM  C.  RIDGE

Abstract. A composition operator is a linear operator induced

on a subspace of Kx by a point transformation 4> on a set X (where

K denotes the scalar field) by the formula Tf(x)=fo </>(x). Familiar

examples include translation operators on the real line and on topo-

logical groups, analytic functions which preserve the class of

harmonic functions (and Green's functions), ergodic transforma-

tions which induce unitary operators on L2, shift and weighted

shift operators.

The spectrum, approximate point spectrum, and point spectrum

of an ¿/-composition operator have circular symmetry about 0,

except on the unit circle, where they form unions of subgroups;

certain consequences are derived from this.

Definition. If X is a set, and K the real or complex numbers, then

K x is an algebra with operations defined pointwise on X. If Xy is a subset

of X, then a single-valued transformation <f>:Xy->-X induces a homo-

morphism T=T<j) on Kx, defined for/in Kx by

Tf=(f°faXxl

where % denotes the characteristic function. Such Fis called a composition

operator; we say that <f> induces T.

Familiar Examples. (1) Translation operators Tf(x)=f(x+a) on

the real line; or Tf(t)=f(st) on a topological group.

(2) The unitary operator on L\X, p) induced by an ergodic transfor-

mation <j> on X: Tf(x)=fo <p(x).

(3) X=Xy—complex plane, (f> an analytic function; if/is harmonic then

so is Tf=fo <f>.
(4) The left shift on /+ (let Ar=JV1=positive integers, <f>(n)=n+l);

the right shift (A\=positive integers except 1, <f>(n)=n— 1); and the

bilateral shift on I2 (A'=integers, cf>(n)=n— 1).

(5) Weighted shifts: as in (4); assign suitable measures to the integers.

[That is, represent as a shift on a weighted sequence space.]

(6) Any permutation (of an orthonormal basis) on a Hilbert space H:

let <f> permute a corresponding set of atoms of X, H=L2(X).
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(7) Any orthogonal projection on a Hubert space: let A"=set of atoms

representing the space, and Xx=subset representing the range; <f>=

identity on Xx.

(8) Let (0"=-a> De an orthonormal basis of I2, and let S be the sym-

metry Sen=e_n. This has at least two natural representations as a com-

position operator:

(a) A'=integers with counting measure, <f>in)=—n, l2=L\X);

(b) X=í—tt, 7r) with normalized Lebesgue measures, <f>(x)=—x.

L2(X) has an orthonormal basis tn(x)=einx, and

2V»W = '» ° ¿(*) = tni-x) = e~in* = t_n(x),

so T¿ is unitarily equivalent to S.

Elementary Facts. These are routine to check, and may be found in

[1] or [2].

T+.V=TV°T+. If <f> is invertible, then so is T^, and (T<¿)~Í=T<I,-X. If

£<=A", then

T%e = ÍXe ° 4>)Xx1 = X*-*k-

Suppose (X, p) is sigma-finite and <f> is measurable. We define another

measure on X:

p„(E) = p[<p-\E)].

Let N denote the functions vanishing //-almost everywhere. Then

TN<=N if and only if /x¿«/í, then the Radon-Nikodym derivative

dpf/dp exists, also T induces a natural homomorphism on Kx/N (which

we shall also call T).

Then TLœ(X)^La'(X), || 71^1, and ris an (Ie0-) isometry if and only

if p is also absolutely continuous with respect to p^.

TL'(X)I^LP(X), 1 -=p< oo, if and only if dpjdp is essentially bounded

on X. In this case,

mi =
djH

dp

11V

The lower bound of T, inf(|| Tf\\ : \\f\\ = 1), equals ess inf(dp^ldp).
The nullspace N(T) is L*(X0), where X0={x:(dp,,,ldp)(x)=0}, and the

range R(T) is L3,(Ar1).

Spectrum. We assume that X is sigma-finite, and <f> induces an

operator T on L^A"). We examine the spectrum of such an operator, and

hence of any operator which can be so represented.

Let K denote the complex numbers, C the complex unit circle, A(7")

the spectrum of T, U the approximate point spectrum (the set of complex

numbers c such that T—c is not bounded below), no the point spectrum,
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and T the compression spectrum (the set of complex numbers c such that

T—c does not have dense range).

Elementary Facts. 0 is in n if and only if ess inf(dplt,ldp)=0. 0 is in

no if and only if this essential infimum is attained on a set of positive

measure.

If Xis nonatomic, then the nullity of Fis either zero or infinite. For if

dpçjdp vanishes on a set E of positive measure, then T=0 on LV(E) which

has infinite dimension.

Consequence. The left shift has no nonatomic representation as a

composition operator.

Theorem A.   II nC is a union of subgroups of C.

Proof. Suppose eia is in II, a real; for any positive integer n, and

£>0, choose /of unit norm such that || Tf—eiaf\\ <e/n. Define g on X by

g(x) = \f(x)\ exp[in arg/(x)]

on spt/ (the set of X such that /(x)?¿0), and g=0 elsewhere. Then

11^11 = 11/11 = 1.
Let D={x:f(x)=0 or F/(x)=0}. If x is in D, then

\Tg(x) - ¿™g(x)\ = \Tf(x) - e^f(x)\,

since one of the terms on each side vanishes, and the others by definition

have the same modulus.

We pause for two propositions.

(1) //i = l then 11-^1 = 11-^1 for all real t.
Proof. Geometrically, draw the radius from 0 to seil (through ei%);

the greater side subtends the greater angle in the triangle (1, eil, seu).

Analytically, let h(x)=\ 1 —xeil\2 for real x. Then h'(x)=1 +2(x-cos i)>0

ifx=l.So/¡(j)=A(l).

(2) If r, s are positive, b, c are real, and n is a positive integer, then

\reinb—íe¿nc|_H \reib—seic\.

Proof.   If j_ 1, then, by (1),

|1 - seint\ =: |1 - eu\ + \e» - e2it\ + • • ■ + le'"-1»1' - seint\

<«|1 -seu\

which is equivalent to (2).

Now if x is not in D, then, using (2),

\Tg(x) - e*«*g(x)\

= ||7JT(x)| exp{//t arg Tf(x)} - \f(x)\ exp{in[a + arg/(*)]}|

< n \\Tf(x)\ expO'arg Tf(x)} - \f(x)\ exp{/[a + arg/(x)]}|

= n\Tf(x)-e"f(x)\.
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Integrating over D and X-D, we have \\Tg-einag\\<n \\Tf—eiaf\\,

which is less than e. So eina is in II.

If eia is a complex root of unity, contained in II, then, by the above

argument, fl contains the entire subgroup of C generated by eia. Other-

wise, the multiples of eia are dense in C, and since II is closed, it contains

C.    D

Corollary.   II0 nC is a union of subgroups of C.

Proof.   Set e=0 in the above proof.

Note. Every union of subgroups of C is the point spectrum of some

composition operator. Suppose G is the subgroup of order n generated

by a primitive nth root w of unity. Let A" be a set of n atoms, xx- ■ ■ xn;

let <p(xk)=xk+1, k=\,---,n-\; <f>(xn)=xx; let f(xk)=w~rk. Then

T+f=w% and n0(r)=C?.
If G is a union of such groups Ga, let A" be the disjoint union of ^-cycles

Xa as above; L2(A") is then the orthogonal sum of the L2(Xa), and tt0ÍT)—

G. Finally, if G is infinite cyclic, let X be an infinite <£-cycle.    D

Theorem B.   II—C has circular symmetry about 0.

Proof.   Suppose c is in II, \c\ ;*0, 1, and || Tf-cf\\ <e, \\f\\ = 1. Then

\\T\f\ — \cf\ \\<e. Thus \c\ is in Ft, and we may assume c>0,/^0.

Suppose a=ceil, 0—t<2n. Define g on X by

g(x) = f(x){exp it logcf(x)}

on spt/, and£=0 elsewhere. Then ||^|| = ||/|| = 1, and \Tg(x)\ = \Tf(x)\.

Let D={x:Tf(x) or fix)=0}. If x is in D, then \Tg(x)-ag(x)\ =

\Tf(x)-cf(x)\.
If x is not in D, let qix)=minimum{Tfix), cfix)}. By the triangle

inequality

\Tgix) - agix)\ = \\Tgix)\ - \agix)\\

+ qix) |exp[/arg Tgix)] - exp[/ arg agix)]\.

The first summand is equal to \Tfix)—cfix)\. Since

arg ag(x) = arg a + t logc/(x) = r(l + logj(x)) = t logc cf(x)

we also have

|exp[/arg Tgix)] - exp[/arga^(x)]| = |arg Tgix) - argagix)\

= t\logcTfix)-logccfix)\.

Since |d/aí(logc j)| = (í log c)-1íí(a(jc)log c)-1 for s~—qix), we have

I log. Tfix) - loge cfix)\ = (a(x)log c)-1 \Tfix) - cfix)\.
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Consequently

\Tg(x) - ag(x)\ = \Tf(x) - cf(x)\ (1 + //(log c))

^\Tf(x)-cf(x)\(l+2nl(\ogc)).

Integrating over D and X—D, we have

||I]r-flSll<(l+27r/(logc))e

and so a is in IT.    D

Corollary 1.    no—C has circular symmetry about 0.

Proof .   Set e=0 above.

Corollary 2. The residual spectrum Y—U, minus C (and hence

A—C) has circular symmetry about 0.

Proof. If a is in Y—U and b is not, with |a| = |e|?í0, 1, then b is not

in II (otherwise b, and hence a, would be in II). Y then must have a

boundary point c on the same circle; necessarily c, and hence a, is in II,

a contradiction .    D

Corollary 3. If T is a compact composition operator, then A—{0} is a

finite subset of C. (Hence, T=A+N where A has finite rank and N is

quasinilpotent.)

Proof. T cannot have a whole circle of spectral values bounded away

from 0.

Corollary 4. Every selfadjoint composition operator on L2 is a partial

symmetry; every positive composition operator is a projection.

Proof. If Fis selfadjoint then A is real, hence contained in {—1, 0, 1};

if Fis positive then Ac{0, 1}.

Theorem C. If X has finite measure, then II0—{0} is either connected

or contained in C.

Proof. Suppose Tf=cf, c>0. Then we may assume/_0. For any

positive integer n, taking positive roots,/1/n is in L2 since it is dominated

by lv/ and T(f1/n)=(Tf)1/n=c1/nf1/n.

If m_n, then/m/" is also in L2 and Tfm/n = cm'nfm'n.

If 0_û_1 and a rational sequence rk, in the unit interval, converges to

a, then/r* converges to/a pointwise, hence in L2 (dominatedconvergence).
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So

T(fa) = lim T(Jn) = lim cnfn = cafa

and ca is in II0. Thus II0 contains the closed interval between 1 and c.

Now if no—{0} contains any point outside C, then by Theorem B

(Corollary 1) and the preceding paragraph, it comprises a whole annulus,

possibly excluding part of C but necessarily including 1, and hence is

connected.

Examples.   Composition operators and their spectra.

(1) X=C, <t>(z)=wz, w a primitive nth root of 1. If J/=c/then cnf(z)=

T"f(z)=f(wnz)=f(z) so cn=l. So n0 is a finite subgroup of C. If A is a

nonnull subset of arc(l, w), letf=2k w^X^a- We easily find Tf=wsf So

all eigenvalues of T have infinite multiplicity.

(2) X=(0, 1), Lebesgue measure, /„=(*, f), li-ß, f), /2=(f, H),---,
£-i=(i> è)> ̂ -2=(t2. i)> "- S <¿ maPS 4 linearly onto 4+1.

If ^c/0 and ,4fc=<¿%, let/=2 c"xit- Then

ii/ii2 = M^o)(22~mici2'n+I2-micr:
\«i=0 m=l

and both series converge if and only if 1/>/2<|c|<>/2. Then Tf=cf and

no is precisely this open annulus. n is the closed annulus, because of the

upper and lower bounds on dp^\dp.

Obviously the radii of this annulus can be changed by changing the

relative lengths of the Ik. If we allow infinite measure, then the annulus

can have any two positive radii. (X=\J Ik could be the whole real line,

and lengths of successive Ik could have any ratio.)

By considering the disjoint union of two such spaces with disjoint

annuli as the corresponding spectra, we see that Theorem C does not hold

if we allow infinite measure.

(3) A"=positive integers with p,(n)=a2n, 0<a<l, <f>(n)=n—\, n—2,

3, • • • . Note that p(X) is finite. F is a weighted shift; n is the circle of

radius a about 0; A is the entire disk of the same radius. (More properly,

Fis a shift on a weighted sequence space.)

We now see that Theorem C does not hold with II in place of no.

(4) A'=real line, p(A)=$A e*dx, ¡p(x)=x—\. Here

Pt(A) = f      e" dx = ( ex+1 dx = ep(A),
J4>-^a Ja

so dp^dp=e and II is the circle about 0 of radius y/e.

Since F has dense range (including %A, A bounded), 0 is not in Y and

hence not in the spectrum.

)•
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Nordgren [3] has worked out some special cases when X is the unit

circle with normalized Lebesgue measure.    D
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